We are very excited to announce the launch of our new division in April: WMACA Athletes Against
Child Abuse. Watch this space!

KIDZ CLINICS
We saw a lower number of children during the first quarter, compared to the same period last year:
2021 = 544 children, vs 2020 = 655
Not unexpected, as the Covid pandemic is still negatively influencing children being brought for services.
Parents are struggling and the police are thnly stretched.
The majority of these children were seen in Boksburg, with the highest rate of numbers being in February = 111
children at both clinics. This is an expected trend, as most disclosures happen in Feb/March.
The Parenting Programmes also almost doubled in numbers compared to the same period last year, which is
encouraging, as it means more awareness among parents that they need assistance.

STATISTICS
SERVICES PROVIDED – Jan 2021 to Mar 2021
New Intakes

Girls:

173

Boys:

112

285

1

Children: First Visit, Follow-up visits - Psycho-social & Forensic Assessments, Trauma
Evaluation, Risk Factors, Play therapy, Counselling, Further Therapeutic Work

544

Parents / Grandparents / Caregivers: First Interview/ Intervention

598

Parents / Grandparents / Caregivers: Follow-up interview and/or counselling

247

Parents assisted through Family Preservation & Parenting Skills Groups

276

Community members assisted with brief counselling and referrals to other Govt or
NPO Service Providers

781

Number of Forensic or Psycho-Social Assessment Sessions provided

310

In-house Forensic Medical Examinations (J88) done

28

61%

Girls

39%

Boys

9.9

Average Age

1

Youngest

Social/Legal/Other Services - Referred to Govt or other NGO's

591

Disputes Mediated by Kidz Clinic Staff

414

CASES PRESENTED AT INTAKE

QTY

%

Rape (incl sodomy)

51

18.5%

Behavioural Problems

42

15.3%

Sexual Assault / Violation

28

10.2%

Emotional Abuse

27

9.8%

Trauma due to witnessing violence/crime

25

9.1%

Physical Abuse (Common Assault)

24

8.7%

Bereavement Counselling

15

5.5%

Family Conflict / Domestic Violence

9

3.3%

Suspected Sexual Abuse

8

2.9%

Attempted Rape

6

2.2%

Statutory Rape

6

2.2%

Assault with intent: Grievous Bodily Harm

5

1.8%

Child Neglect

5

1.8%

Juvenile Sexual Activity - 12 & older

5

1.8%

Juvenile Sexual Behaviour - 11 & younger

3

1.1%

2

Juvenile sexual experimentation - 5 and younger

3

1.1%

Alleged abuse in Divorce/ Custody cases

2

0.7%

Attempted Murder of child

2

0.7%

Pornography/Sex Acts - child exposed to

2

0.7%

Robbery /armed robbery victim (child)

2

0.7%

Attempted Suicide - Child

1

0.4%

Compelled Rape

1

0.4%

Public indecency (eg child flashed by perp)

1

0.4%

Suicide Ideation - child

1

0.4%

Suspected abuse and/or neglect (run-aways and lost children brought by SAPS)

1

0.4%

37.5% Of 275 reported cases were Sexual Offences involving Children

ACTIVITIES
CLINIC OPERATIONS
We extend a heartfelt thank you to our social workers for their continued dedication to the work at the clinic
and their ease with which they have adapted to working under new regulations in line with keeping safe from
the corona virus.

Kidz Clinic Boksburg
SENTENCED!
A Kempton Park couple whose two young children received services at the clinic were sentenced in the South
Gauteng High Court on the 25th of March 2021. The couple was convicted on a combined 12 counts of rape,
assault GBH, kidnapping, attempted murder and murder in a series of child abuse inflicted on the children.
The male accused, stepfather to the two children seen at the clinic and biological father to the deceased 5
month old daughter was sentenced to 3 life sentences and 65 years for the charges he was convicted on.
The mother to all three children was convicted as an accomplice and an accessory after the fact for failing to
protect the children, thereby leading to their continued abuse and the death of her youngest child. She was
sentenced to 70 years on combined charges – the court ordered the sentence to run concurrently and she will
effectively serve 25 years.
Thank you to Social Workers Teresa and Leilani for their testimonies in court based on the assessment of the
children.
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CASE OF INTEREST TO BE MONITORED
We had a very sad case at intake, of a 15-yr-old girl who had gone through such trauma by herself. The child
concerned lives with her mother and the mother’s partner. The biological father was never involved in the
child’s clife.
The mother reports that her partner noticed that there was blood running down on the back of the girl’s legs.
The mother asked her where the blood was coming from, but the girl didn’t want to talk, and at first the
mother wanted to beat her. The girl then took the mother and her partner to the garage, where they saw a lot
of blood. The girl showed them a dish into which she had given birth by herself. Apparently she was pregnant
and never disclosed. The alleged perpetrator was a tenant who was staying with them in the yard, a male, 29
years old.
The girl and the new-born were taken to the hospital and both of them were fine. A case was opened against
the perpetrator and he has since moved.
No update yet on the criminal investigation.

CASE STUDY
Case brought from a place of safety where a child was acting out sexually as a result of having been sexually
abused over a period of time.
The child concerned is a 9yr old from KZN. Her mother neglected her and her father sexually abused her over
a period of time. The family looked the other way until the maternal aunt decided enough was enough. The
child is now legally in her care.
The maternal aunt has two children of her own, girls younger than the concerned child. Apart from getting her
niece help with the trauma she’s been through, the aunt was also concerned about the child’s behaviour.
Whenever the aunt’s friends came over, the child wanted to sit on everyone’s laps. She was also acting like a
much older child and engaging her cousins in ‘sex talk’. She presented moody and wanted attention all the
time.
The child slotted in for play-therapy to help her express emotions adequately and to do life skills on boundaries
and related issues. It was soon clear that the child is not even properly aware of different emotions and
certainly not in contact with them. She had clear trust issues and it took three sessions just to build some kind of
relationship with her.
She spoke in a very soft voice and would often not respond verbally. She presented with a poor self-image
and no confidence. Nevertheless, she was introduced to activities that assisted her to understand emotions
better, and the crucial aspect of
boundaries was addressed.
The case was discussed with Social
Work
Supervisor
Nonhlanhla
as
seemingly so little progress had been
made. It was decided to slot her in for
about three more sessions and to work
with sensory material only. It was
decided to utilize the sand tray (with
miniatures) as it is a technique that
addresses deep-rooted issues. She
appeared to respond better to this
technique as it didn’t require much
verbal interaction and had a free-play
component to it.
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The therapist noticed her gradually relax, showing more emotions, verbally expressing more adequately. Near
the end of the process, her eyes were shining more brightly and she definitely reflected having more
confidence and better self-esteem.
The aunt’s feedback was also positive. She commented that the child was acting more like a child of her own
age now and respecting boundaries more. At times she was still looking for attention and became moody but
it was definitely less. Both the aunt and the therapist realize that the child still has a lot to process & learn and
can benefit from long-term therapy. Resources were provided to the aunt.
CHALLENGES:
-The aunt is a single parent and has to balance the needs of the child and her own children. That at times can
be very draining. She is however a strong, committed, open-minded woman.
-Finding a therapist that the child can relate to and that can walk a long-term path with the child.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
The child managed to build a therapeutic relationship with the Kidz Clinic Social Worker and it reflected it in
one of her drawings.
She is still young and has the ability to rise above her past. She has a good support system.

Kidz Clinic Alexandra
ALEX FM SLOT







On the 12th of January Social Worker Pearl Nyamende used our Alex FM slot to address the community
and let them know that we are back in the office full time after the holidays.
On the 26th of January, Auxiliary Social Worker Constance Mudau used the slot to remind the community
about the services we provide at the Kidz Clinic, based at the Alexandra Police Station.
On the 9th of Feb Constance spoke about the rights and responsibilities of children.
On the 23rd of Feb Pearl gave a talk on PEER PRESSURE, to create awareness about peer pressure to
children and parents. We explored how peer pressure can be avoided and how the parents can help
their children if they noticed that they are being pressured.
In March we used our slots to talk about Teenage Pregnancy and then for the smaller kids, about good
and bad touches, and good and bad secrets.

WIDOWS PROGRAMME
Our programme continues for the needy widows in the
community. We are looking after 60 of them. They
attend two sessions a week were we have 10 per
group and after the each session they get a donation
of food parcels. The food parcels and the social
worker running the group comes from Vhazimu
Foundation.
Once a week we also present Parenting as a Single
Parent sessions for them.
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CHILD FEEDING PROGRAMME
In January we were still feeding children once a week as we are still under lockdown and not going to schoo.l
We are received cooked food and vegetables from the Chef Khumalo Foundation Foodbank to distribute to
the children.

TRAINING, WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS


On the 12th of Feb Auxiliary Worker Constance Mudau attended an online meeting facilitated by
ENSAfrica, which featured GBV capacity training under the topic of “Civil litigation and human rights
advocacy”.



Constance also attended the GBV planning event meeting at the Youth Office that was hosted by the
City of JHB.



On the 23rd to 24th February, Constance attended a workshop that was hosted by Masiphephe Network
and ADAPT at Alexandra the new FCS offices, facilitated by Kgomotso Papo from SAVE THE CHILDREN.
On day one they focused on the expectations, introductions and organisational overview (all
stakeholders), purpose of the orientation and Masiphephe network overview. On day two, Save The
Children presented “Children Rights And Child Participation, Child Rights, Reporting And Social
Accountability”.



On the 25th Feb Constance attended a community dialogue hosted by the City of JHB. The event
featured the topics of GBV and COVID 19, relationship between substance abuse and COVID 19, Job
losses and GBV, the effectiveness of support structure and community roles. The event was attended by 80
community members and it was successful as the community members were participating and
responding very well.

FAMILY PRESERVATION PROGRAMME
BACKGROUND: The Family Preservation Programme (FPP) was designed to assist families preserve good
relationships and to strengthen the family support system amongst individual families and community at large.
PROCESS:. Themes discussed are as follows:
1.

Communication

4.

Family values

2.

Relationship

5.

Family resources

3.

Parenting styles

6.

Community resources

PARENTING PROGRAMME
BACKGROUND: Parenting Programme (PP) was designed to equip parents with skills to manage and cope with
challenges of raising their children in order to develop harmonious environment to raise their children.
PROCESS: Topics covered:
1.

Communication

4.

Children’ s rights and responsibilities

2.

Relationship between parents and their
children

5.

Positive discipline

3.

Parenting styles

Parents were actively involved in the project, they were helping each other to deal with the matters at hand
and how to solve challenges they were facing.
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From January to December the programmes were attended by 276 adults who were experiencing challenges
with their children. (91 Male and 185 Female)

ADVOCACY
13 Jan – SAPS FORENSIC SOCIAL WORKER IN THE DOCK FOR SEXUAL ABUSE
Our WMACA advocacy team is back in full swing, ready to
support children through the Justice System. Our first case is
tomorrow 14 January 2021 and continues from last year - we
would ideally like to see a conviction in a case that has all odds
staked against it - single witness and the victim a part of a case
whose ending was a dissapointing acquittal. - are are
approaching this case realistically. Despite the length of time
and the previous case, the brave young girl has shown courage
and resilience and we commend her for that!
VICTIMS' TESTIMONY EXPECTED IN CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE CASE
AGAINST FORENSIC SOCIAL WORKER EMPLOYED BY THE FCS UNIT
OF THE SAPS
The case involving a forensic social worker employed by the FCS unit of the SAPS who allegedly sexually
abused children after being appointed to assess them in the AB Xuma case in 2018 will be back in court for
trial which will include the young victims'
testimony, tomorrow the 14th of January 2021.
At the last appearance which was postponed
due to a congested court roll, the defense
placed the State on final notice to continue
with trial without delay.
We applaud the Judiciary for taking on this
case against the accused as single witness
cases rarely make it to court.
Other victims of the alleged perpetrator have
since withdrawn from the court for reasons
including the frustrations of lengthy delays
and the outcome of the previous case. As an
organisation we want to commend
the young girl for her courage
through this process and her family,
What an uninspiring start to 2021- looking a lot like 2020 in terms of
in particular her mother, for her
the Judiciary process. Today's case has been postponed to 1 APRIL
tenacity in fighting to get justice for
2021. There was no intermediary available for the case AND the
her child.
court role has combined family and criminal matters. We (WMACA)

really hoped the trial will get underway, this young girl and her family
deserve to begin rebuilding their lives with this chapter concluded.

Women and Men Against Child
Abuse will be at the court to support
the family.
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KEMPTON PARK COUPLE
26 Mar - Sentencing of biological parents convicted of murdering 5 month old baby,
kidnapping and assaulting 12 year old boy, and rape of 10 year old girl
3 life sentences for biological father and 25 years for accomplice mother in the murder of a 5 month old baby
The couple, convicted in July 2020 on a combined 12 counts of rape, assault GBH, kidnapping, attempted
murder and murder in child abuse crimes again 3 children then aged 10,12 and 5 months , were sentenced in
the South Gauteng High Court on the 25th of March 2021.
The biological father of the deceased 5 month old baby was sentenced to 3 life sentences and 65 years for
combined charges - effectively a life
sentence.
The mother, who was convicted as an
accomplice and an accessory after the fact
for her role in failing to protect all three of
her children, was sentenced to 70 years on
combined charges, however the court
ordered a concurrent sentence and she will
effectively serve 25 years.
The
sentencing
Judgement
included
testimony
from
WMACA’s
Head
of
Advocacy, Luke Lamprecht, highlight the lifelong trauma of witnessing a pattern of abuse and subsequently
being blamed for the abuse on the surviving children who have been placed in a place of safety.
We welcomed the sentence which sets a precedent in cases where mothers are also convicted on counts of
murder and abuse as a direct result of CHOOSING not to intervene and protect children.

5 Feb - Pretoria Couple who raped their children sentenced to life in prison
The couple – a 39-year-old man and 33-year-old woman who cannot be named to protect the identities of
the victims – were found guilty of rape, compelled rape, sexual assault, sexual grooming, flashing, child
neglect and possession of drugs.
On Friday, the Pretoria North Regional Court sentenced each of the accused to two life imprisonment terms
and an additional 22 years behind bars. According to the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA), the offences
were committed in 2014 when the victims were five (girl) and eight (boy).
The Doornpoort Community Policing Forum (CPF) found the children looking dirty, scared and hungry at a
park in August 2014.
"The CPF took them to the police station, where they told the
police about where their home was. Upon arrival, the police
found drugs and the couple was arrested for child neglect and
possession of drugs."
https://www.news24.com/news24/SouthAfrica/News/couplewho-raped-their-children-forced-them-to-perform-sex-actssentenced-to-life-in-prison-20210205?fbclid=IwAR3gqUeKBroX9U2R3gkIobepUPPZBsRMHVamNl7jpTYhE3DoOZP0ZiUU88

11 Feb – Newzroom Afrika – GBV
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Head of Advocacy at WMACA was talking about the link between GBV and Child abuse and the fact that
often children are left out of GBV discussions. He was joined by Adv. Brenda Madumise and Sheena Swemmer.
Thank you Luke for an excellent interview

CHILD ABUSE IN SPORT - BRYANSTON HIGH NETBALL COACH CASE
At the end of 2020 we saw the defence placing the state on notice, saying that they will call for a dismissal of
the case citing the unfairness and prejudice of the numerous postponements in the matter against their client
the accused. This is the 14th appearance. The accused is still to plead before court.
The defence overlooks the fact that the bulk of the postponements have been due to their clients application
of unending representations to the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions, which prejudiced the VICTIM!
This is the second single witness sexual abuse matter that #WMACA is supporting in court this year. It is
unbelievably challenging for a single witness to stand before the court because the odd are stacked against
them, the key factor of corroborating evidence is absent so the strength of the case is in investigations and the
ability of the state. The state’s effort to
maintain a duty towards making the voice
of victims heard has been nothing short of
dismal in this matter.
The trial officially started on 18 Jan, and
was postponed to 15 Feb and WMACA
had been attending throughout. The
allegations against Moodley were initially
laid in February 2019, and has taken 24
months for the accused to plead "not
guilty" to the charges.
“Women and Men Against Child Abuse
have supported the victim and monitored
this case which clearly showed the
perpetrator -centric nature of the criminal
justice system. It is ironic that the President
declared in 2019 the 5 point strategy to combat gender based violence, a system that would support victims
and bring down a heavy hand on perpetrators. Since then, it has been our experience that victims are
generally not supported especially not by the investigating officers and prosecutors appointed to their cases,
and that the system favours the rights of the perpetrator over the experience and healing of the victims,” said
Miranda Jordan
Ngaa Murombedzi, comments on Radio Tygerberg
Listen here:
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2021/02/15/2021_02_15_Radio%20Tygerberg_News_WACA_08h01.mp3

16 Feb – Graphic Details Come Out In Court
“She made the allegation that the netball coach sexually assaulted her. She told me he fingered her,
grabbed her boob, humped her and gave her oral sex on one occasion. She also said that he told her that he
wants to have ‘sex with me’ [victim],” a doctor who examined the victim on 11 January 2019 said during the
trial proceedings.
The woman was 18 at the time of the examination. The doctor also confirmed the victim said she did not have
sex with the accused.
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Three learners at the school accused the coach of sexual assault, after which a 17-year-old victim and her
mother opened a criminal case. The coach was dismissed from the school after a disciplinary panel found him
guilty of sexual harassment and financial mismanagement.
https://www.all4women.co.za/2199966/news/south-african-news/bryanston-high-trial-graphic-details-ofalleged-sexual-assault-revealed-in-court

27 February – CARTE BLANCHE
Luke Lamprecht Head of #WMACA Advocacy talks about how alleged
sexual offender Aleshan Moodley who is standing trial for the sexual abuse
and rape of a girl at Bryanston High School where he was the Sports coach
will soon be facing further charges from another girl from another school.
The fact that Mr Moodley was allowed to resign in one case or dismissed in
another without criminal charges being brought by the schools involved
when it is mandatory to do so under the Sexual Offences Act 2007 meant
that he was able to carry on his predatory behaviour by simply moving
schools.
We commend the bravery of the girls for laying criminal
charges without the support of their schools

Undetected: An Alleged Perpetrator of Sexual Assault
“A decade ago, a prestigious private school let their sports
coach walk away from his job after sexual misconduct
allegations emerged. No charges were laid, no red flags were
planted in the schooling system. Nearly a decade later, fresh
allegations of sexual assault, coercion, grooming and rape
emerged around him, once again from young girls in his care –
this time at a prominent public high school in Johannesburg. “
Carte Blanche investigates how the schooling system failed to protect the
young lives in its care as an alleged sexual predator operated under the
radar.
Producer: Tarryn Crossman | Presenter: Derek Watts
Watch here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOwAT1naphU
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Luke was featured in this article, which reminds us that never before have children had to
spend so much time in front of computer, tablet, or telephone screens…
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16 Feb – WMACA REFLECTS ON SONA
On the eve of the State of the Nation Address, South Africa’s child
advocates are asking if this will be the year children’s rights are
prioritised. But they fear children will be left out in the cold again.
Only two mentions of children in the President's address to the
nation.
1) A reminder that he promised to strengthen the Criminal Justice
System. We have seen a Criminal Justice System that has basically
been on hold for a year and completely inconsistent in its
approach to child abuse.
2) The president’s saying "we need to give attention" to issues
affecting children (children's rights) ... ECD, Education, health,
welfare and violence. Does this mean we lost our attention to
these fundamental children's rights? We feel yes as we see
children's rights under COVID being lost and are deeply
concerned about the long term fallout of the invisibility of children
as casualties of COVID.
Children are largely invisible and unheard in the GBV "second
pandemic" emergency plan of the President. We are of the
opinion that children's rights in South Africa, especially under
COVID have been regressive. This is completely unacceptable
and as a result we are calling on the President to give children a
voice and a dedicated directorate in his office. A space we dab
assist to exercise their agency, with adult duty bearers to support
them

WMACA’s Ngaa Murombedzi:
“I think the greater conversation
that needs to be facilitated is why
does society, government etc
need to be REMINDED about
children?
That should be a front and centre
focal point. The main point. We
are building a country, who are
we building it for if we are leaving
our children to be killed, to starve,
to be abused, to be excused from
the budget leading to them
existing in abject poverty? We are
focusing on the wrong kind of
reminders. All this will be for
nothing if there is no next
generation to inherit it, worse, if
we leave just brokenness for
children to grow up and inherit.”

The State of the Nation for South Africa’s children. A
powerful analysis of the plight of children, a must read for
those committed to Children's Rights:
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/opinionista/2021-02-10-the-state-of-the-nation-for-south-africaschildren/?fbclid=IwAR2npHGD94Ycz6EsmvxNmhgdSR2JtlfO2cgRLBhgoSEG356jM20VTDXYGbI

ANIMAL ABUSE AND HOW IT RELATES TO CHILD
ABUSE
25 Feb – Roodepoort – DOG RAPE CASE
Women and Men Against Child Abuse (WMACA) representatives
were in the Roodepoort Magistrate's Court, supporting two animal
welfare organisations Community Led Animal Welfare (CLAW) and
The National Council of SPCAs (NSPCA)- that have brought a case
of bestiality before the court. The NSPCA has brought charges of
sexual assault (Sexual Offenses Act no. 32 of 2007) and Animal
cruelty (Animal Protections Act no. 71 of 1962).
The case was remanded to 15 April 2021 for DNA.
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The link between Animal Abuse and Child Abuse
WMACA Founding Director Miranda Jordan links, supported by research (Schleuter, S. et al. 1999:316-327), the
abuse of animals to child abuse “It has been well researched since the 1980’s that cruelty towards and abuse
of animals is a significant indicator of violence towards human sexuality and this includes rape, child rape and
murder” further she emphasises, “The seriousness of
animal cruelty and cannot be minimized by the courts
when perpetrators are brought before them as by merely
giving them a slap on the wrist as they allow a dangerous
person back into their community”
Luke Lamprecht, Advocacy Manager and Child
Protection Specialist, looks at the abuse of animals as
speaking directly to a lack of empathy he quotes Bradley
Miller "teaching a child not to step on a caterpillar is as
valuable to the child as it is to the caterpillar". Due to the
fairly recent implementation of laws pertaining to
children directly, the courts and the general public must
be informed of and educated on the link between
animal abuse and child abuse and subsequently the
dangers of side-lining bestiality as the serious crime that it
is.
https://citizen.co.za/news/south-africa/courts/2428428/joburg-man-in-court-for-sexually-assaulting-adog/?fbclid=IwAR2PjEWbER8PUSQarD-AeetFyLZ436uE203JJXGmo9h5HeP9sl6gUWsu9lE

30 March – Awareness around Animal Abuse
WMACA Founding Director Miranda Jordan says: So grateful for the great
team we have at #WMACA who go where many would not.
As you know almost all our work involves helping child victims but at times
we need to work with children who become involved in criminal behaviour
which often starts with cruelty to animals, so here we are trying to connect
the dots (after getting info from one of the mothers) to find these children
and hopefully get to the bottom of this and give info to the SPCA for them
to investigate dog fighting in the Alexandra township community.

CHILD ABUSE IN CRéCHES AND DAY-CARES
Randfontein Créche Assault
January 2021: In August 2019, just a few months after evidence surfaced of violent child abuse at Ninnies
Neurons, more disturbing videos of child abuse at an Early Childhood Development (ECD) facility was
reported. It was confirmed that the videos had been captured at a Culemborg Park day care centre
identified as Myne Maatjies. The case against the caregivers is still ongoing.
We would like to see the court take into account and lean on research and evidence on the effects of
trauma and prolonged stress on the developing brain. It concerns us as an organisation that as per reports by
the parents, the children showed signs of emotional trauma – refusing to be left at the facility and changes in
behavioural patterns.
In September 2019, the court heard the evidence of Dr D. Muller around the impact of such trauma to the
developing brain of children under the age of five.
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Dr Muller testified on the psychological, physiological and emotional impact of the abuse inflicted on the
paediatric brain. The first aspect is the physiological alteration of the brain because at that age the brain is
very immature. When a child is hit on the head, it is likely to move from side to side causing possible
anatomical impact. This would lead to possible mild concussions resulting in impaired consciousness and
vomiting as can be witnessed in two of the videos.
She detailed the damage to the brain
areas that regulate emotions such as
stress, anxiety and anger and cited
the children in the long term will be
unable to regulate such emotions
making them highly anxious in
situations. Trauma damages the
cortex, and that damage results in
very angry, very fearful, very anxious
children. Further, the learning and
memory of the children will be
severely negatively impacted
–
because of trauma to the brain, the
children may be slow in grasping
topics, and they may have negatively
impacted language.
In
summary
the
emotional,
physiological
and
psychological
impact of the abuse on the children is likely to be lifelong learning to learning and memory difficulties as well
as possible eating disorders, aggressive and anxious behaviour, angry emotions and extremes of sadness. It
cannot be ascertained to what degree these are likely to manifest but the children will experience many of
these symptoms going forward in life.
The extent of abuse the children at the Culemborg Park Day care centre cannot be determined however,
experts can attest to the severity of damage that can result, and in particular long lasting damage that may
not be identifiable at this stage and which can appear years later.

16 Feb - #WMACA were back at the Randfontein Magistrates Court to follow sentencing
The convicted - the owner of the facility, Mariana van Rensburg, as well as two caregivers identified as Dorah
Mologetsi and Betty Moeng - pleaded guilty to the lesser charges of common assault.
We firstly ask, how did the State put a common assault charge forward when someone is accused of beating
a child under 5? We are as an organisation firmly of the opinion that there is no such thing as common assault
of a child. Any physical assault of young children should immediately be Assault GBH.
Secondly, we want society to know, a guilty plea does not mean that the convicted has taken responsibility
for their actions, neither is it an acknowledgement of wrongdoing. They simply admitted to what could be
seen in the video evidence, and there is no denying the images of the ongoing assault of the infants and
toddlers.
In this case there is denial of responsibility whereby the convicted blame both stress and the children's
behaviour as being the catalyst to the abuse. Then, there is denial of impact to which the expert evidence will
speak to, the minimization of the actions of the abuser on the child. Therefore there can be no mitigation for
the abusive behaviour of adults towards children. Even the apology video posted by the owner Mariana, is not
convincing and WMACA is of the opinion that this is more minimisation of her and her staff's abuse of children.
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The parents of the abused children will still testify in aggravation of sentencing. They have said they would like
to see the convicted sentenced to direct imprisonment. The States' responsibility to our society’s children is to
put forward a recommendation for direct jail time.
Dr Dee Muller will also give expert evidence on the devastating impact of early childhood trauma on
children's lifelong and lifestyle development.
We applaud the courage of the parents of these child victims of physical and emotional abuse by people
who were tasked with their care and protection. These parents' trust was betrayed and they were also
intimidated by the defence attorneys during the lead up to the trial and conviction. One family did not
proceed as one of the caregivers in the abuse videos has never faced prosecution.
The news broke here: https://randfonteinherald.co.za/311805/breaking-news-video-alleged-child-abuseculemborg-park-day-care/?fbclid=IwAR3KolDUajbVNNqYyWiU1FRrthTFLd2DnpnBnMmH7uvvhOfdROmUVIRoiNs

30 March – Alex Créche Toddler Burnt
Ngaa Murombedzi:
A horrific case of child abuse as a direct result of a caregivers negligence at a créche has emerged out of the
Alexandra community.
A 2 year old boy sustained extensive burn wounds to his legs and buttocks after "falling into hot water in a bath
tub" while in the care of a caregiver at Stamping
Stone créche in Alex on the 27th of January 2021.
The caregiver and school subsequently failed to
follow any child safeguarding measures. For hours
they did not provide medical assistance to the
child who must have been in unimaginable pain,
or report the matter to his parents, the school only
informed the them hours after the incident.
As #WMACA we will stand by the parents and
support them in seeking justice for their son. It is
unacceptable that an ECD facility can act so
recklessly and irresponsibly, endangering this little
boy’s life and possibly placing many other children
in harm’s way by their actions.
The criminal matter was before the Alexandra Magistrate's court in early March and the perpetrator was
granted bail.
We will be closely monitoring this case to ensure that thorough investigations are carried out, and that the
créche is shut down.
https://ewn.co.za/2021/03/30/couple-fight-for-answers-after-child-sustains-extensive-burns-at-alexcreche?fbclid=IwAR3j9xbPelVC3e0lTKibj7wIVdVfIb2HaSXTtlsDcN22XMX5edSxoeYm-gg
VIDEO: Crèche teacher accused of burning toddler with hot water
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oSehd3IvyWw&t=7s
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In Conversation With Luke
Luke Lamprecht, Head of WMACA Advocacy on the nature/
nurture debate about the cause of violent behavior.
Watch here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhO0jG5mQlY

Organisation
Details
WOMEN & MEN
AGAINST CHILD ABUSE
Head Office:

Thank you for your support!

4TH Floor, Capital Hill, 6
Benmore Road, Sandton,
Gauteng
Tel: 011 789 8815

If you would like more details about the organisation, or
press clippings of our cases, please contact
tania@wmaca.org
If you would like a formal funding proposal or discuss
branding and marketing opportunities, please contact
kevin@wmaca.org

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/W
MACAKidz/?fref=ts

KIDZ CLINICS
ALEXANDRA

BOKSBURG

Alexandra SAPS, Victim Support
Unit
th
No. 69, 15 Avenue, Alexandra

99 Market Street
Boksburg

Website:
http://www.wmaca.org

Tel: 011 892 0404
Tel: 011 321 7614/5

We are a registered Nonprofit Company with
Section 18A Tax status,
and are BEE compliant.
Section 21 Company
Registration:
2000/010605/08
Child Protection Org No.
12/2/2/8/36
NPO No.: 005-213
Section 18A PBO Tax
Exemption Number
130003256
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